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Abstract
Changes in behaviour may initiate shifts to new adaptive zones, with physical adap-
tations for novel environments evolving later. While new mutations are commonly 
considered engines of adaptive change, sensory evolution enabling access to new 
resources might also arise from standing genetic diversity, and even gene loss. We 
examine the relative contribution of molecular adaptations, measured by positive 
and relaxed selection, acting on eye-expressed genes associated with shifts to new 
adaptive zones in ecologically diverse bats from the superfamily Noctilionoidea. 
Collectively, noctilionoids display remarkable ecological breadth, from highly diver-
gent echolocation to flight strategies linked to specialized insectivory, the parallel 
evolution of diverse plant-based diets (e.g., nectar, pollen and fruit) from ancestral 
insectivory, and—unusually for echolocating bats—often have large, well-developed 
eyes. We report contrasting levels of positive selection in genes associated with the 
development, maintenance and scope of visual function, tracing back to the origins of 
noctilionoids and Phyllostomidae (the bat family with most dietary diversity), instead 
of during shifts to novel diets. Generalized plant visiting was not associated with 
exceptional molecular adaptation, and exploration of these novel niches took place 
in an ancestral phyllostomid genetic background. In contrast, evidence for positive 
selection in vision genes was found at subsequent shifts to either nectarivory or 
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Changes in behaviour are often thought to initiate shifts to new 
adaptive zones by exposing organisms to novel selection pressures, 
which can then lead to rapid diversification and the evolution of as-
sociated mechanical and physical adaptations (Duckworth, 2009; 
Mayr, 1963; Wyles, Kunkel, & Wilson, 1983). Certain behaviours, 
such as those associated with habitat and food selection (e.g., for-
aging behaviour), are thought to be particularly important in facil-
itating such shifts, with examples documented in diverse species 
from doves and pigeons to drosophilid fruit flies (Goldman-Huertas 
et al., 2015; Karageorgi et al., 2017; Lapiedra, Sol, Carranza, & 
Beaulieu, 2013). However, in order to detect and locate food, ani-
mals must use a combination of foraging behaviour and sensory per-
ception, with changes in behaviour sometimes also being mediated 
by remodelling of sensory systems (Goldman-Huertas et al., 2015; 
Karageorgi et al., 2017). Aside from locating food, vertebrates also 
use their senses for a range of diverse purposes, such as detection 
of predators, orientation, navigation and conspecific recognition, all 
of which may exert contrasting selection pressures on the principal 
senses. While many studies have focused on new mutations as en-
gines of adaptive radiation, sensory evolution from standing genetic 
diversity and even gene losses may also provide access to new re-
sources (Daane et al., 2019; Goldman-Huertas et al., 2015; Malinsky 
et al., 2018; Marques, Meier, & Seehausen, 2019; Prost et al., 2019).

Bats (Chiroptera) represent one of the most ecologically suc-
cessful mammalian orders, with the two key innovations of flight 
and echolocation thought to be contributing factors to this success 
(Arita & Fenton, 1997; Simmons, 2005). More recently, the ecologi-
cal significance of bat vision, and its potential links to trait evolution, 
has become a major focus of attention (Danilovich & Yovel, 2019; 
Gutierrez, Castiglione, et al., 2018; Thiagavel et al., 2018), with the 
neotropical members of the bat superfamily Noctilionoidea (com-
prising five families and ~250 extant species) emerging as a model 
system for addressing how ecological opportunity relates to diver-
sification (Dumont et al., 2012; Rojas, Warsi, & Dávalos, 2016). For 
ancestral noctilionoids, expansion into novel niches involved highly 
divergent echolocation and flight strategies linked to specialized in-
sectivory (aerial feeding, gleaning and hovering) (Fenton et al., 1999; 
Gillam & Chaverri, 2012; Mancina, García-Rivera, & Miller, 2012), 
while extant noctilionoids display remarkable ecological breadth, 
with diets ranging from fruit and nectar to arthropods, small verte-
brates, and blood (Rojas, Ramos Pereira, Fonseca, & Dávalos, 2018; 

Rojas, Vale, Ferrero, & Navarro, 2011). Specifically, the Neotropical 
leaf-nosed bats (Phyllostomidae) display the widest range of diets 
of all bat families, including the outstanding dietary novelty of the 
parallel evolution of diverse plant-based diets encompassing nectar, 
pollen, soft fruit and figs (Rojas et al., 2011). In concert with eco-
logical diversification, noctilionoids evolved highly diverse sensory 
modalities, including infrared thermal radiation detection in vam-
pire bats, high duty cycle (HDC) echolocation in the Pteronotus 
parnellii species complex (family Mormoopidae), and inferred ultra-
violet (UV) perception in some nectar-feeding lineages (Gracheva 
et al., 2011; Smotherman & Guillen-Servent, 2008; Winter, Lopez, & 
Helversen, 2003). However, most previous research has focused on 
the relationship between noctilionoid diet and morphology (Arbour, 
Curtis, & Santana, 2019; Dumont et al., 2012; Rojas et al., 2011), 
with analyses linking foraging modes and molecular adaptations of 
sensory systems in this clade having only recently started (Hayden 
et al., 2014; Hong & Zhao, 2014; Sadier et al., 2018; Yohe et al., 2017).

Catching airborne insects represents a very different forag-
ing task compared to gleaning stationary insects resting on foliage 
(Denzinger & Schnitzler, 2013), with each foraging mode creating 
contrasting pressures on the auditory, visual and motor systems of 
the predator. Behavioural studies suggest that gleaning phyllosto-
mids, such as Macrotus californicus, use visual cues to locate insect 
prey, and have better visual acuity and sensitivity compared to aerial 
foraging species (Bell & Fenton, 1986). Additionally, mobile arthro-
pod prey emits contrasting sensory cues compared to stationary 
items of plants, such as flowers and fruit, which may emit olfac-
tory and visual signals (Belwood & Morris, 1987; Gonzalez-Terrazas 
et al., 2016; Korine & Kalko, 2005). Noctilionoid eye size exhibits 
striking phenotypic variation that appears to correlate with diet, 
with the eyes of the insectivorous Mormoopidae being much smaller 
and less prominent than those of frugivorous phyllostomid species 
such as Chiroderma spp. (commonly known as big-eyed bats) (Eklöf, 
2003; Thiagavel et al., 2018). Despite this, molecular ecology stud-
ies of noctilionoid vision have thus far been limited to visual opsins 
(OPN1SW, OPN1LW and RHO), and traced adaptations therein to 
changes in roosting habits, echolocation and diets (Kries et al., 2018; 
Li et al., 2018; Sadier et al., 2018; Simões et al., 2019; Wu, Jiao, 
Simmons, Lu, & Zhao, 2018). Additional analyses correlated forag-
ing modes (e.g., aerial vs. gleaning insectivory) and visual evolution 
by contrasting selection intensity between two sets of species with 
divergent foraging ecologies, but were again restricted to the opsins 
(Gutierrez, Schott, et al., 2018). However, the visual photopigments 

frugivory. Thus, neotropical noctilionoids that use visual cues for identifying food 
and roosts, as well as for orientation, were effectively preadapted, with subsequent 
molecular adaptations in nectar-feeding lineages and the subfamily Stenodermatinae 
of fig-eating bats fine-tuning pre-existing visual adaptations for specialized purposes.

K E Y W O R D S

aerial insectivory, Chiroptera, diet, gleaning, molecular adaptation, vision
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represent only a minute fraction of the genes expressed in the eye, 
including those that convert light into electrical signals via the pho-
totransduction pathway and structural proteins involved in the 
refraction of light (Liu et al., 2015; Mustafi et al., 2016; Wistow 
et al., 2008). Therefore, much remains to be learnt concerning how 
the visual systems of noctilionoid bats have adapted in response to 
changes in both foraging and diet throughout their evolution.

To test whether episodic positive selection is associated with 
changes in the foraging ecology of bats, we obtained transcriptomes 
of whole eyes from a sample of diverse bat species and performed 
the following tests. First, we used codon models of adaptive molec-
ular evolution to assess whether shifts in foraging or diet are cor-
related with bursts of positive selection in eye-expressed genes (i.e., 
any gene expressed in adult eyes). To address this, we tested two 
classes of branches in the noctilionoid tree that correspond to key 
evolutionary transitions: (i) switches in foraging strategy (e.g., from 
ancestral aerial insectivory to foliage gleaning) and (ii) shifts in diet 
(e.g., insect feeders vs. plant feeders). Second, we used models of 
episodic positive selection to assess the correlation of lineage-spe-
cific diets and foraging strategy with molecular adaptation in vi-
sion genes (i.e., loci with documented roles in eye structure/vision). 
Finally, we used models of molecular evolution allowing for changes 
in selection intensity (i.e., purifying and relaxed selection) to test 
predictions concerning the functional conservation of vision genes 
in clades with contrasting diets and foraging strategies.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Sample collection

Single adult individuals from 39 ecologically diverse bat species were 
collected under permit as part of a series of studies of genomics and 
multi-tissue gene expression (Table S1). To minimize effects on pop-
ulations, males were preferentially sampled. Bats were killed using 
isoflurane, and excised eyes were incubated overnight in RNAlater 
at 4°C and then stored at ≤ −80°C, following Sadier et al., (2018) 
and Yohe et al., (2019) (see Supporting Information). All bats were 
handled and killed in accordance with Stony Brook University pro-
tocols (2014-2090-NF-1.20.17-Bat for the Dominican Republic, and 
2014-2119-NF-Bat-6.16.17 for Peru) and site-specific research per-
mits. These individuals were originally collected for a previous study 
concerning opsin gene expression (Sadier et al., 2018), and from each 
specimen up to 20 other tissues were collected and stored appro-
priately to maximize their future research value (Yohe et al., 2019).

2.2 | RNA extraction, library 
preparation and sequencing

Frozen eyes, placed in Buffer RLT, were homogenized with a 
TissueLyser, and total RNA extracted using Qiagen RNeasy Mini 
kits following the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA integrity and 

concentration were assessed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 
and Qubit Fluorometer. Library preparation was performed using 
Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation version 2, with 500 ng of 
total RNA, as previously described in Sadier et al., (2018). Pooled li-
braries were sequenced with NextSeq 500 to give 75-bp paired-end 
(PE) reads at Bart’s and the London Genome Centre, Queen Mary 
University of London.

2.3 | Transcriptome assembly and chimera filtering

Raw reads were trimmed with trimmomatic-0.35 (Bolger, Lohse, 
& Usadel, 2014), with the parameters LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36, and quality was then assessed 
with fastqc  version 0.11.5 (http://www.bioin forma tics.bbsrc.ac.uk/
proje cts/fastqc). De novo transcriptome assembly of cleaned reads 
was performed with trinity 2.2.0 (Grabherr et al., 2011), using default 
parameters. Assembled transcripts were screened for trans-chimeric 
transcripts, and when these were found, they were “cut” and fil-
tered using published protocols (Yang & Smith, 2013) (Supporting 
Information Methods). The resultant filtered assemblies were used 
for downstream analyses. Transcriptome completeness, based on 
conserved orthologue content, was assessed with busco version 3 
(Waterhouse et al., 2018) using hmmer version 3.1b2, blast+ version 
2.7.1 and augustus version 3.2.3 and the mammalia_odb9 database.

2.4 | Protein-coding gene orthologue 
annotation and alignment construction

Protein-coding gene coding sequences (CDSs) were identified with 
best hit reciprocal blast (blast+/2.2.29) against the longest repre-
sentative sequences of 22,285 human proteins (Ensembl 86), ap-
plying an e-value cut-off <1e−6. Candidate CDSs were extracted 
using blast coordinates with a custom Perl script, to give a total 
of 17,123 genes present in one or more species. Genes contain-
ing extracted CDSs >150 bp and present in more than six species 
were retained for further analyses (see Supporting Information 
Methods for additional information). Multi-fasta files represent-
ing the CDSs of each gene were then used to generate multiple 
sequence alignments with guidance  version 2.02 (Sela, Ashkenazy, 
Katoh, & Pupko, 2015) using the prank version 170427 (Löytynoja 
& Goldman, 2008) algorithm, 10 bootstrap replicates (due to com-
putational limits of run-time) and codons enforced. For 10 genes 
encoding proteins of ≥5,000 amino acids, alignments were con-
structed with mafft version 7.310 instead of prank, due to com-
putational limits of run-time. Low confidence sites (below default 
score of 0.93) and/or low-quality sequences (below default score 
of 0.6) were removed. Genes for which low-quality sequences 
were detected were re-aligned with these removed. All alignment 
sites containing >50% gaps and sequences <50 codons were re-
moved using a Perl script which kept codons intact. Alignments 
were retained if they contained >100 codons and at least six 
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species, with at least one of these being a focal species (i.e., a noc-
tilionoid). These steps resulted in a total of 13,375 aligned nuclear 
genes for downstream analyses. We used bat–human homology 
information (Ensembl 86) to assess the likely orthology of genes 
across bats, and to identify high-confidence single copy one-to-
one orthologues (see Supporting Information).

2.5 | Branch-site models of positive selection in 
eye-expressed genes along key noctilionoid branches

To assess whether changes in either (i) foraging strategy or (ii) 
diet in noctilionoid bats were associated with bursts of adaptive 
evolution in eye-expressed genes, we applied branch-site mod-
els of positive selection to eight specific branches. The branches 
correspond to those ancestral to: (A) Noctilionoidea, the bat su-
perfamily in which foraging and dietary shifts occur within the 
suborder Yangochiroptera; (B) Mormoopidae, specialized aerial 
insectivores; (C) Phyllostomidae, the bat family with most dietary 
diversity; (D) Phyllostominae, carnivorous and gleaning insectivo-
rous bats; (E) hypothetical origin of predominant phytophagy; (F) 
Glossophaginae, nectarivores that consume nectar via tongue lap-
ping; (G) Lonchophyllinae, nectarivores that consume nectar via 
tongue pumping; and (H) Stenodermatinae, a species-rich clade that 
primarily feeds on figs (see Figure 1; Rojas et al., 2011; Schnitzler & 
Kalko, 2001; Tschapka, Gonzalez-Terrazas, & Knörnschild, 2015). 
We categorize branches A–C as those corresponding principally 
to shifts in foraging strategy, and branches D–H as representing 
mainly shifts in diets (see Figure 1 and Supporting Information). 
Lonchophyllinae is represented by the single taxon (Lionycteris 
spurrelli), and therefore the branch tested was a tip.

We ran Model A in the codeml package of paml version 4.8 
(Yang, 2007) to test for positive selection acting on each locus 
expressed in the eye (eye-expressed genes), as inferred by ω (dN/
dS — the ratio of the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per 
nonsynonymous site to the number of synonymous substitutions 
per synonymous site) values greater than one. Under Model A, one 
branch is designated as the foreground branch of interest and site-
wise estimates of ω are estimated separately for this focal branch 
as well as across the remaining background branches in the species 
tree. Each branch-site model estimates a total of four site-classes 
(termed ω0, ω1, ω2a and ω2b) from the data; constrained (0 < ω0 < 1), 

ω1 = 1, ω2a can exceed 1 along the foreground but is constrained 
to purifying selection along the background, and ω2b can exceed 1 
along the foreground but not along the background. Alternative and 
null Model A fit was compared with likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) and 
significance assessed with a chi-squared test with one degree of 
freedom (Zhang, Nielsen, & Yang, 2005). For each gene alignment, 
branches A–H were sequentially set as the foreground branch with 
the remaining branches as the background, using the published 
species tree topology (Rojas et al., 2016; Teeling et al., 2005). We 
visualized intersections across the eight positively selected gene 
(PSG) sets using upsetr (Conway, Lex, & Gehlenborg, 2017; Lex, 
Gehlenborg, Strobelt, Vuillemot, & Pfister, 2014). Each gene was 
tested for positive selection in up to eight branches, so for com-
pleteness, we applied a false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment to 
the calculated p-values using the R function p.adjust, with adjusted 
p-values ≤.05 taken to be significant after correction (Benjamini & 
Hochberg, 1995).

2.6 | Gene Ontology enrichment and functional 
categorization of PSGs

Eyes are highly specialized organs, and as such express a specific set 
of genes. Therefore, we employed Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment 
analyses to highlight shared functions of PSGs rather than to identify 
strict enrichment. For each of the eight branches tested (A–H), we 
used the complete set of positively selected eye-expressed genes 
identified above by the nominal p-value (i.e., uncorrected p < .05), 
to facilitate this (numbers of PSGs are shown in Table 1). GO term 
accession codes and domains were downloaded from Ensembl 86, 
with the background for each branch based on the total number of 
genes tested for that branch (see Table 1). Fisher’s exact test was 
performed using topgo (Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer, 2010) in r version 
3.4.0 (R Development Core Team, 2012) to identify significantly 
over-represented gene sets in combination with the “elim” algo-
rithm (p < .05). The “elim” algorithm takes the GO topology into ac-
count so tests are not independent, and therefore we do not apply 
FDR adjustment (Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer, 2010). Tests were applied 
across the three GO domains “Biological Process” (BP), “Molecular 
Function” (MF) and “Cellular Component” (CC). Finally, enriched BP 
terms and p-values were summarized using revigo (Gene Ontology 
version January 2017, UniProt-to-GO mapping file 15 March 2017) 

F I G U R E  1   Graphical view of bat species, and their ecological traits, sampled for selection analyses. Species topology follows Rojas 
et al. (2016) and Teeling et al. (2005), and foreground branches of interest (A–H) are indicated by dashed lines. Lonchophyllinae is represented 
by the single taxon (Lionycteris spurrelli), and therefore the branch tested was a tip; remaining focal branches were ancestral apart from in 
cases of incomplete taxonomic representation. Echolocation and foraging data were obtained from Schnitzler and Kalko (2001) and citations 
therein. Echolocation call types are indicated as follows: constant frequency, dark purple; narrowband multiharmonic, red; and short, broadband 
multiharmonic, orange. Foraging modes are indicated as follows: aerial, blue; gleaning, green; and trawling, yellow. S-cones are indicated as 
follows: present, purple; absent, white, following Sadier et al. (2018). Species’ diets are indicated by coloured heat-maps, with increasing colour 
intensity indicating greater reliance on a given product (0%, <40%, >60% and 100%), and colours correspond to the following diets: arthropods, 
grey; blood, red; vertebrates, purple; fish, blue; leaves, turquoise; pollen and nectar, orange; fruits, green, and follow Rojas et al. (2018). 
Sampled bat families are represented by vertical lines; grey lines (left to right) are the following insectivorous outgroup families: Rhinolophidae: 
n = 1; Emballonuridae: n = 2; Natalidae: n = 1; Vespertilionidae: n = 1; and Molossidae: n = 2; black lines (left to right) from Noctilionoidea are 
Noctilionidae: n = 1; Mormoopidae: n = 3; and Phyllostomidae: n = 28 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Supek, Bošnjak, Škunca, & Šmuc, 2011), using a similarity value of 
0.7 and all other default values.

A total of 806 candidate “vision” genes were compiled from 
research papers, the NEIBank database (accessed October 2015) 
and AmiGO queried with “eye” and “phototransduction” (Carbon 
et al., 2009; Emerling & Springer, 2014; Lamb et al., 2016; Wistow 
et al., 2008). We screened the above eye-expressed PSGs, identi-
fied by branch-site models, for these vision genes, and categorized 
each identified by representative eye components based on gene 
function or known disease phenotype (Rappaport et al., 2017; 
Safran et al., 2010; Wistow et al., 2008). The following eye parts 
were used: blood supply to retina, cornea, whole eye (e.g., intra-
ocular changes), feature external to eye (e.g., eye muscles, facial 
features, occipital lobe), intraocular pressure, lens, optic nerve and 
retina.

2.7 | Adaptive branch-site REL (aBSREL) test for 
episodic diversifying selection in vision genes

We used a naive approach (i.e., without specifying branch classes) to 
detect changes in selection pressure as measured by ω in candidate 
vision genes. The advantage of positive selection inferences using 
this method is that it allows for detection of adaptive selection in all 
lineages with highly specialized diets during the same analysis (e.g., 
obligate blood-feeding common vampire bat or piscivorous fishing 
bat). It also allows an unbiased detection of selection in the focal 
clades explicitly tested above using branch-site models. We used 
the data set of candidate vision genes (compiled from publications, 
NEIBank and GO terms) to first test the prediction that taxa with 
lineage-specific diets (e.g., blood, fish) would show the highest levels 
of diversifying selection across loci. Second, we predicted differ-
ing levels of diversifying selection across focal clades. Specifically, 

we expected little diversifying selection among Stenodermatinae, 
members of which are all highly specialized frugivores, exhibit ex-
ceptional bite force and all retain putatively functional S-opsins 
(Dumont et al., 2012; Sadier et al., 2018). In contrast, we expected 
diversifying selection would be present within Glossophaginae and 
Mormoopidae due to differential retention of S-opsins and con-
trasting reliance on nectar in the former, and the presence of HDC 
echolocation in some members of the latter (Sadier et al., 2018; 
Smotherman & Guillen-Servent, 2008).

We searched our transcriptomes for the above 806 vision genes 
and recovered a total of 697 such genes for downstream analyses. 
Of these, 306 had sequences for all 39 species. We used absrel 
(Smith et al., 2015), from the hyphy 2.3.6 package, in exploratory 
mode to capture episodic diversification across all branches in the 
tree (rather than just the ancestral branches examined with paml). To 
improve the statistical power associated with this model when run in 
exploratory mode across many species, we subsampled alignments 
for 15 species representing the diversity of diets across noctilionoids 
(see Supporting Information). For the vision genes, this resulted in a 
total of 620 suitable genes with ≥10 taxa, and of these 376 genes had 
all 15 taxa. Identical absrel analyses were performed on a “control” 
set of 697 genes randomly drawn from all alignments (n = 13,375) 
using r version 3.4.0, and as vision genes make up ~5% of the genes 
in the total data set, this control set of genes contained 39 vision 
genes. For the control gene set, a total of 597 genes contained ≥10 
taxa (376 with all 15 species) and were run for the reduced taxo-
nomic sampling data set. As absrel analyses can be highly sensitive to 
alignment errors, all genes in which significant positive selection was 
calculated were checked by eye, and all results potentially due to 
low-confidence alignments were removed. All branches in the phy-
logeny are tested per gene when absrel is run in exploratory mode, 
so p-values are FDR-adjusted for the multiple tests performed on 
each gene.

TA B L E  1   Results of model A branch-site test of positive selection

Branch ancestral to: Foraging shift Dietary shift

Number of 
alignments 
tested

PSGs p < .05 
(pFDR < .05)

Enriched GO p < .05 (revigo 
terms)

BP MF CC

(A) Noctilionoidea Aerial insectivore to 
gleaning

 13,033 549 (199) 221 (102) 56 (42) 25 (20)

(B) Mormoopidae Specialized aerial 
insectivore

 12,742 177 (61) 158 (64) 15 (15) 21 (16)

(C) Phyllostomidae Foliage gleaning  13,242 293 (101) 160 (70) 36 (35) 25 (21)

(D) Phyllostominae  Carnivorous and 
gleaning insectivory

12,989 174 (55) 254 (107) 53 (35) 36 (23)

(E) Hypothetical origin of 
predominant phytophagy

 Generalized 
plant-feeding

13,337 42 (26) 112 (51) 16 (14) 14 (14)

(F) Glossophaginae  Nectarivory 13,108 152 (69) 256 (98) 27 (26) 17 (12)

(G) Lionycteris spurrelli  Nectarivory 11,497 261 (89) 152 (81) 25 (21) 21 (13)

(H) Stenodermatinae  Specialized fig-eating 13,166 147 (63) 68 (34) 19 (15) 6 (6)

From the initial 13,375 gene alignments, data were excluded from analyses if (i) n outgroup taxa = 0, (ii) n focal taxa = 0, (iii) ∑n taxa <6.
BP, Biological Process; CC, Cellular Component; MF, Molecular Function; PSG, positively selected genes.
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     |  1845DAVIES Et Al.

2.8 | Selection intensity on vision genes associated 
with shifts in foraging and diet

Evolutionary innovation can be driven by either positive (ω > 1) or 
relaxed (ω ~ 1) selection. Relaxation of selection may also indicate 
that a trait is in the process of being lost and is no longer function-
ally significant, whereas intensification of selection can indicate 
the functional importance, and conservation, of a trait. We defined 
two predictions using the species tree to test for differences in rel-
ative selection intensity relating to diet and foraging in noctilionoid 
bats (Figure S3). First, branches were labelled according to foraging 
ecology by either aerial insectivores (reference) or gleaners (test), 
and we predicted that bats foraging in the open air would exhibit 
increased levels of relaxation in vision genes as they may rely pre-
dominately on echolocation to detect prey. Second, branches were 
labelled according to species feeding preference on either prey 
(reference) or plant material (test), and we hypothesize that bat 
species feeding on prey rely predominantly on nonvisual cues (e.g., 
echolocation), whereas plant-visiting bat taxa may use visual cues 
to locate food. In this scenario, we expect vision genes to be under 
intensified selection in test species compared to reference species.

We tested the above 697 vision and control genes for the presence 
of relaxed or intensified selective strength in test branches relative 
to the remaining reference branches using relax (Wertheim, Murrell, 
Smith, Kosakovsky Pond, & Scheffler, 2015) in the hyphy 2.3.6 pack-
age. We used the same alignments as above, and for each set of genes 
set up two partitioning schemes using reference and test branch la-
bels as described above. Specifically, relax fits a null model of three 
ω classes across the phylogeny, and then compares the fit of this to 
the alternative model, where the branches are subdivided into test 
and reference, with an LRT. The parameter k is the selection intensity 
parameter, and is the exponent of the inferred ω values for the test 
branches calculated by the alternative model. A value of k > 1 indi-
cates that selection strength has intensified and k < 1 indicates that 
selection strength has been relaxed. We queried the STRING database 
version 11.0 (Szklarczyk et al., 2019) for all significant genes (those 
under both relaxation or intensification) and extracted protein–pro-
tein interactions based on Homo sapiens, and a combined interaction 
score (based on the following sources: experiments, databases, co-ex-
pression, neighbourhood, gene fusion and co-occurrence). Networks 
were visualized with igraph version 1.2.2 (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006).

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Species representation and transcriptome 
assemblies

We generated whole eye transcriptomes from 39 ecologically 
diverse bat species representing eight families. Focal taxa en-
compassed the full range of diets in Noctilionoidea (arthropods, 
fish, pollen and nectar, fruit, and blood) (Figure 1). Cleaned short-
read data for each sample (range: 13–45 million; mean: 25 million 

paired-reads) were assembled, screened for chimeric sequences, 
assessed for completeness and annotated using a reciprocal blast 
approach (see Figures S4–S6).

3.2 | Positive selection in eye-expressed genes at 
eight key stages of noctilionoid evolution

We used branch-site models to test for positive selection in eye-
expressed genes—loci found in whole-eye transcriptomes—at eight 
branches corresponding to putative shifts in either foraging (A: 
ancestral noctilionoid, B: ancestral mormoopid, C: ancestral phyl-
lostomid) or diet (D: ancestor of Phyllostominae, E: ancestor of 
phytophagous bats, F: ancestor of Glossophaginae, G: nectar-feed-
ing Lionycteris spurrelli, and H: ancestor of Stenodermatinae). We 
found substantial variation in the numbers of significant PSGs per 
branch (Figure 2, Table 1; Tables S3 and S4). Typically, more PSGs 
per branch were found on those corresponding to inferred shifts in 
foraging, with most PSGs along branch A (nraw = 549, nfdr = 199) and 
C (nraw = 293, nfdr = 101), than for shifts in diet with the fewest PSGs 
along branch E (nraw = 42, nfdr = 26). In total, 215 PSGs were shared 
across multiple branches (uncorrected p ≤ .05), with greatest gene-
set overlap between (A) ancestral noctilionoid and either (C) ances-
tral phyllostomid (52, 41 private to this pair), or the nectar-feeding 
(G) Lionycteris spurrelli (22, 19 private). Only six PSGs were shared 
between the two independent lineages of nectar feeders, four of 
which were private (Figure 2).

3.3 | Functional categorization of PSGs for roles 
in vision

We filtered each of the above eight sets of eye-expressed PSGs 
(uncorrected p ≤ .05) for candidate vision genes (known function in 
eye structure/vision, identified by NEIBank, AmiGO and research 
papers). Beginning with PSGs found along the branches associated 
with foraging shifts (A–C), we found the most evidence of positive 
selection in genes with diverse visual functions, such as cornea, lens 
and intraocular pressure genes, along the ancestral noctilionoid 
branch (A) (see Figure 3a; Table S5 for additional information regard-
ing gene function and significance following FDR adjustment). These 
include 13 PSGs with documented roles in the retina (e.g., CDH3 
and SEMA4A), and six genes with corneal and lens-related roles (e.g., 
HSF4 and PPP2R3A). However, little evidence of adaptive evolution 
in vision genes was detected along the ancestral mormoopid (B), 
apart from CYP4V2 and DLL4, both associated with retina function, 
and GJA8, associated with cataract formation (Safran, et al., 2010). 
Positively selected vision genes along (C) the ancestral phyllostomid 
include at least nine loci linked to the retina, or its blood supply, such 
as ATF6, a gene associated with achromatopsia and loss of colour vi-
sion (Safran, et al., 2010).

Of the five branches (D–H) tested for positive selection associated 
with shifts in diet, along (D) the ancestor of Phyllostominae, six PSGs 
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1846  |     DAVIES Et Al.

were identified with roles in the retina (e.g., CA4 and PCDH15), and 
along (E) the ancestor of plant-feeding bats, we found four PSGs with 
roles in vision. In contrast, we identified widespread positive selection 
in vision genes in both lineages of nectar-feeding bats (F and G). These 
included lens-specific loci, such as BFSP2, CRYGD and HSF4 along the 
ancestor of Glossophaginae, and HSF4, LTBP2, SRD5A3, VIM and WRN 
in L. spurrelli. An additional eight PSGs were associated with the retina 
also in L. spurrelli. Similarly, PSGs identified along (H) the ancestor of 
Stenodermatinae have roles in the lens (e.g., CRYBB1 and CTDP1) and 
retina (e.g., ABCA4 and CFH). Comparing across PSGs, ABCA4, B9D1, 
CFH, CLN8, HSD11B2, HSF4, LDLR, MYH9, NOTCH1, OSTM1, PCDH15, 
POLG and RP1 appear in multiple data sets (Figure S7). For example, 

HSF4 was under positive selection in both lineages of nectar feeders 
and the ancestral noctilionoid (A, F and G).

3.4 | Enriched and clustered “Biological Process” 
GO terms

To further evaluate how vision-associated functions are represented 
among the positively selected eye-expressed genes in noctilionoid 
bats, we performed GO enrichment analyses of each set of PSGs 
against a background of the eye-expressed genes tested for each 
branch (Table S6).

F I G U R E  2   UpSet plot of positively selected eye-expressed gene intersections across eight branches (A–H) of noctilionoid bats. Bars 
are coloured according to main diets as follows: brown, arthropods; yellow, pollen and nectar; and green, fruit. Inset: a simplified species 
topology; for full phylogeny and diets see Figure 1. For clarity, 15 intersections of set size ≤1 are not shown. The yellow shaded box indicates 
the six positively selected genes shared by two lineages of nectar-feeding bats, and genes in bold were only found to be under selection 
along these branches [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Saccopteryx spp.
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D. rotundus

N. leporinus
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F I G U R E  3   (a) Vision genes under positive selection (PSGs) in noctilionoid bats are associated with specific eye structures. Simplified 
schematics of the mammalian eye, with the following components coloured and labelled: cornea (transparent), lens (blue), optic nerve (grey) 
and retina (orange). PSGs relating to the cornea, lens, optic nerve, blood supply and retina are shown, the curved arrow represents genes 
associated with intraocular pressure, and the whole eye genes are listed below the eye, with those in square brackets “[]” indicating genes 
relating to features external to the eye (e.g., eye muscles, facial features, occipital lobe). Genes under significant positive selection following 
FDR correction are indicated by bold font. Structures are coloured if PSGs associated with them are shown. Boxes A–H correspond to 
the following eight branches tested for positive selection: (A) ancestral noctilionoid; (B) ancestral mormoopid; (C) ancestral phyllostomid; 
(D) ancestor of Phyllostominae; (E) ancestor of hypothetical origin of phytophagy; (F) ancestor of Glossophaginae; (G) ancestor of 
Lonchophyllinae; and (H) ancestor of Stenodermatinae. (b) Enriched Biological Process (BP) GO terms ranked by significance (based on nominal 
p-values) for each of the eight data sets tested for positive selection. Boxes represent the following branches: top row, left to right: ancestral 
noctilionoid, ancestral mormoopid, ancestral phyllostomid, and ancestor of Phyllostominae; bottom row, left to right: ancestor of hypothetical 
origin of phytophagy, ancestor of Glossophaginae, ancestor of Lonchophyllinae and ancestor of Stenodermatinae. Representative bat images 
are as follows, top row, left to right: Mormoops blainvillei, Tonatia saurophila; bottom row, left to right: Monophyllus redmani, Lionycteris spurrelli 
and Artibeus jamaicensis. Photographs by E. Clare, M. Dewynter and S. Rossiter [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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     |  1847DAVIES Et Al.

Initially, we explored the top 10 significantly enriched BP 
GO terms, when ranked by nominal p-value along each branch 
(Figure 3b). Of the three branches relating to foraging shifts, only 
(A) the ancestral noctilionoid contained vision-related terms such 
as “retina homeostasis” and “response to salt stress,” with the latter 
term putatively relating to solute and water balance in the eye (see 
Section 4), with the most significant terms relating to immunity. The 

majority of (B) ancestral mormoopid and (C) ancestral phyllostomid 
terms also relate to immunity and ubiquitous processes such as me-
tabolism. Of branches relating to dietary shifts, no visual terms were 
found for either (D) the ancestor of Phyllostominae, although “audi-
tory receptor cell stereocilium organization” was found, or (E) the 
ancestor of plant-feeding bats. For nectar-feeding branches, (F) the 
ancestor of Glossophaginae contained “lens fibre cell differentiation” 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

PPP2R3A,
STS, 

WNT6

NOTCH3,
PDGFRB

DMPK, 
HSF4,

TGFBR2

ATXN1, B9D1, BBS7, CDH3, CLN8, 
EPHB2, FBLN5, PCDH15, RP1, 

SDCCAG8, SEMA4A, SPATA7, USH1G

CYP1B, 
WDR36

OSTM1, TCIRG1, VAX2
[LAMC3, TH, MAP2K1]

GJA8

CYP4V2, 
DLL4

ENG, HSD11B2,
NOTCH1, NOTCH2

GSN

MYH9

APC, ATF6,
IMPDH1,

RPGR, METAP2
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HESX1

CBS, PEX6, SLC12A6
[POLG]

CA4, CFH, EPHB1,
PCDH15, PLEKHB1,

PRPH2

FYCO1 

SLC4A11

NOTCH1 

CNTNAP2 
[CHRM1]

COL4A1,
HSD11B2MYH9

GNPTAB

NOTCH1

BFSP2,
CRYGD,
HSF4

TULP3 

C3, POMT2,
RP1

TGFB1, LDLR
[POLG ]

HSF4,
LTBP2,

SRD5A3,
VIM,
WRN

ABCA4, B9D1, BBS10, CFD, 
CFH, CLN8, PTPRM, WDR19

GLIS3, OSTM1, SALL2, TENM3

CRYBB1, 
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1848  |     DAVIES Et Al.

and (G) L. spurrelli contained “detection of stimulus.” Finally, within 
(H) the ancestor of Stenodermatinae, “phototransduction, visible 
light” was ranked highest, with the related terms “hyperosmotic re-
sponse” and “response to salt stress” also within the top 10 terms.

We then examined significantly enriched GO terms (p < .05), and 
the genes driving these enrichments in the context of sensory and 
ecological adaptations (Figure 4), by first reducing redundancy in dis-
pensable terms by clustering, and then tagging with representative 
terms in revigo (Supek et al., 2011) (Table 1; Table S7).

3.5 | Sensory processes

Beginning with branches linked to foraging shifts, along (A) the 
ancestral noctilionoid we found representative enriched BP terms 
such as “sensory perception of light stimulus” and “neuromuscular 
process controlling balance.” In contrast, we found little evidence of 

GO enrichment clearly associated with sensation in (B) the ancestral 
mormoopid or (C) the ancestral phyllostomid.

Within Phyllostomidae, we tested for GO enrichment along five 
branches linked to shifts in diet (D–H). Along (D) the ancestor of 
Phyllostominae, we found enriched terms relating to the widest 
range of stimuli, such as “auditory receptor cell stereocilium organi-
zation” and “response to temperature stimulus,” but only the single 
visual term “retina homeostasis” (clustered within “tissue homeo-
stasis”) was found. Along (E) the ancestor of plant-feeding bats, we 
found some evidence of enrichment relating to sensory perception 
(e.g., “sensory perception,” and “regulation of response to external 
stimulus”). However, the only vision-related BP term, “detection of 
light stimulus involved in visual perception,” was due to positive se-
lection on the single gene SEMA5B—which plays a role in the reg-
ulation of retinal neurite outgrowth (Matsuoka et al., 2011). Along 
(F) the ancestor of Glossophaginae, representative enriched terms 
include “lens fibre cell differentiation,” “retina homeostasis” and 

F I G U R E  4   Enriched Biological Process GO terms, and the associated genes mapped onto the noctilionoid phylogeny, for (a) sensory-
related terms and (b) nonsensory-related terms. Noctilionoid bat clades are coloured according to main diet: brown, arthropods; yellow, 
pollen and nectar; and green, fruit, and non-noctilionoid outgroups are coloured in black. For all GO terms, the representative term is 
shown and the total number of related terms are shown in parentheses. Associated positively selected genes are shown beneath, and genes 
remaining significant after FDR adjustment are indicated by bold font [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

StenodermatinaeMormoopidaeOutgroups GlossophaginaePhyllostominae

Visual perception (2)
ABCA4, CRYBB1, FAM161A, 

RDH8, SEMA5B

Phototransduction, 
visible light (3) 

ABCA4, CALM3, GRK4

Response to salt stress (3)
KMO, RCSD1, XRCC5

Response to osmotic stress (2)
CALM3, GRK4, KMO, N4BP1, 

PDE2A, RCSD1, XRCC5

L. spurrelli

Response to ionizing radiation (3)
CASP8, FADD, PML, POLG, RAD51AP1, 

RHNO1, TGFB1

Response to �uid shear stress
MEF2C, TGFB1

Lens �ber cell di�erentiation (2)
AFDN, ARID4A, BFSP2, CRYGD, NOTCH1, 

SPDEF, TGFB1

Retina homeostasis (2)
ADCY4, ADCY5, LTF, PIP, RP1

Response to mechanical stimulus
ACTA1, CASP8, FADD, HPN, TGFB1

Sensory perception (2)
ADCY5, BCHE, BFSP2, CRYGD, GJB4, HPN, 

HSF4, ITGA3, MEF2C,  PIP, POMK, RP1

Retina homeostasis (2)
CDH3, PCDH15, PIGR, PIP, RP1,

SPATA7, TF,  USH1G, WDR36

Response to salt stress (3)
BDKRB2, CAPN3, PKN1, TH, 

TRPV4, XRCC6

Detection of chemical stimulus (1)
CALM3, LBP, PIGR, PIP, TREM2

Sensory perception of light stimulus (2)
ABLIM1, BBS7, CDH3, CYP1B1, HSF4, 

KIFC3, LAMC3, PCDH15, RP1, SLC45A2, 
SPATA7, TH, USH1G, VAX2, WDR36

Neuromuscular process 
controlling balance (1)
BCR, CAMTA1, NKX6-2,

PCDH15, USH1G

Sensory perception of taste (1)
CD36, PIGR, PIP

Auditory receptor cell 
stereocilium organization (1)

PCDH15, PDZD7, SOD1

Response to temperature 
stimulus (4)

CBL, CD14, CD34, CNTNAP2, 
EPHB1, FADD, FAS, HSF1, 
NOTCH1, PCDH15, PDZD7, 

PLAC8, RPA2, SLC29A1, SOD1

Detection of stimulus (1)
EPHB1, PCDH15, PDZD7, 
PGLYRP1, PLEKHB1, RPA2

Cellular response to
 �uid shear stress (1)

CA2, MEF2C

Peripheral nervous system
 development (1)

ADGRB2, FA2H, SOD1

Detection of stimulus involved
 in sensory perception (7)
EPHB1, KCNQ1, PCDH15, 

PDZD7, PLEKHB1, SOD1

Detection of stimulus
ABCA4, CRTAM, NOD1, 

PARP1, POLD2, RFC3, TAC1

Cellular response to stimulus
A2M, ABCA4, ADSS, ...+73

Response to food (1)
HSD11B2

Sensory perception (2)
EPAS1, F2R, GJC3, SCN1A, 

SEMA5B

Regulation of response to 
external stimulus (1)

C4BPA, F2R, IL2RA, KLKB1, 
NLRP1, SCN1A, SEMA5B

Regulation of sensory 
perception of pain (2)

F2R

Detection of light stimulus  
involved 

in visual perception (2)
SEMA5B

Cellular response to 
�uid shear stress (1)

CA2, PKD2

(A)

(a)

(B)

(D)

(E)

(C) (F)

(G)

(H)
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“response to mechanical stimulus.” Along the Lonchophyllinae (G) 
only more general GO terms were enriched, such as “detection of 
stimulus,” “cellular response to stimulus” and “retinoid metabolic 
process.” Finally, along (H) the ancestor of Stenodermatinae, sig-
nificant enrichment was found in vision-related terms such as “vi-
sual perception” and “phototransduction, visible light,” the latter of 
which represented more specific terms relating to the Rhodopsin-
mediated signalling pathway.

Additional evidence for molecular adaptations in the sensory 
systems of noctilionoid bats relating to dietary shifts was shown by 
enriched MF and CC terms, with “stereocilium bundle” found to be 
enriched in (D) the ancestor of Phyllostominae, “structural constit-
uent of eye lens” in (F) the ancestor of Glossophaginae, and “pho-
toreceptor disc membrane” in (H) the ancestor of Stenodermatinae 
(Figure S8).

3.6 | Morphology and metabolism

Aside from the above sensory-associated BP terms, enrichment was 
also found in GO terms that may relate to the foraging, morphological 
and dietary diversity of noctilionoids (Figure 4b, and Supplementary 
Information). For example, across all branches tested, with the 

exception of (B) the ancestral mormoopid, terms relating to either 
the renal system (e.g., “nephron development”) or salt/water balance 
(e.g., “response to osmotic stress”) were enriched (Table S7). We also 
found enrichment in terms relating to “cranial skeletal system devel-
opment,” and putatively to the high-sugar diets of the two nectar-
feeding lineages (G and F).

3.7 | aBSREL tests for episodic diversifying 
selection across species

We performed tests for episodic positive selection across all 
branches in the noctilionoid tree on 697 vision (i.e., loci with 
documented roles in eye structure/vision) and control genes. 
These revealed two patterns. First, a similar number of vision 
(64 genes) and control genes (69 genes) showed episodic positive 
selection on at least one branch (due to the random sampling of 
the genes to create the “control” set, there are 39 genes found in 
both the vision and the control data sets). The specific hypoth-
eses of episodic selection (see Section 2) were only partly sup-
ported in the context of lineage-specific diets. There were more 
genes under episodic positive selection in the common vampire 
bat (Desmodus rotundus) in the vision gene set than in the control 

StenodermatinaeMormoopidaeOutgroups GlossophaginaePhyllostominae L. spurrelli

Cranial skeletal system 
development (1) 

MEF2C, TGFB1, TULP3

Nephron development (4) 
EPCAM, ITGA3, MEF2C, 

NOTCH1, TGFB1

Carbohydrate transport (1) 
C3, FFAR4, NUPL2, OSBPL8, SLC2A5

Monosaccharide transport (4) 
C3, FFAR4, NUPL2, OSBPL8,SLC2A5

Response to carbohydrate (1) 
ADCY5, MEF2C, POLG, SLC2A5, TGFB1

Cellular response to 
glucagon stimulus (1) 

ADCY4, ADCY5
Response to glucagon (1)

 ADCY4, ADCY5
Response to hexose (5) 

ADCY5, MEF2C, POLG, SLC2A5, TGFB1

Embryonic organ morphogenesis (1)
BBS7, BCR, EIF4A3, EPHB2, FOXE1, 

FZD6, ITGA8, MEF2C, MMP14, PCDH15,
TGFBR2, TH, USH1G, VAX2

Cranial skeletal system 
development (1)

EIF4A3, FOXE1, MEF2C, 
MMP14, TGFBR2

Endochondral ossi�cation (3)
ALPL, IMPAD1, MEF2C, 

MMP14,  TGFBR2

Intestinal absorption (1)
CD36, GCNT3, LEP, SLC5A1

Nephron development (1)
ENPEP, FGF1, MEF2C, NOTCH3, 

PDGFRB, PGF, PKD1, SULF2, WNT6
Response to mineralocorticoid (1)

CYBB, FOXO3, TH

Behavior (1)
ATP7A, BCHE, CHRNA4, EIF4A3,

MAPK8IP2, NPC1, PLA2G6, PRKCZ,
TAC1, THBS4

Single-organism behaviour (5)
BCHE, CHRNA4, EIF4A3, MAPK8IP2, 

NPC1, PLA2G6, PRKCZ, TAC1, THBS4

Regulation of postsynaptic 
membrane potential (3)

CACNA1G, CHRNA4, EIF4A3,
MAPK8IP2, PRKCZ, SNTA1, TAC1

Chemical synaptic transmission, 
postsynaptic (8)

BCHE, CHRNA4, EIF4A3, HAP1, MAPK8I, 
PLA2G6, PRKCZ, SHISA9, SYP, TAC1

Regulation of neurotransmitter 
receptor activity (1)

MAPK8IP2, SHISA9

Cognition (1)
BCHE, CHRNA4, EIF4A3, MAPK8IP2, 

PLA2G6, PRKCZ, TAC1

Fucose metabolic process (1)
FUCA2, FUT2

Bicarbonate transport (1)
SLC26A4, SLC26A7

Response to water (1)
KRT8, PKD2

Renal system process (1)
ADIPOQ, GSN, HSD11B2, JCHAIN, MYO1E

Renal absorption (2)
ADIPOQ, GSN, JCHAIN, MYO1E
Distal tubule development (8)

ADIPOQ, ENPEP, MYO1E, NOTCH1, PKD2

Positive regulation of lipid storage (1)
ACACB, OSBPL11

Regulation of mitochondrial �ssion (3)
AVP, DHODH, LMNA, MFF, MUL1

Mitochondrial fusion (1)
MFF, MUL1

Pancreas development (1)
CELA1, FOXO1, PPDPF
Gluconeogenesis (4)

DGAT2, FOXO1, GPI, PCK1

Positive regulation of 
carbohydrate metabolic process (1)

DGAT2, FOXO1, MLXIPL

Response to food (1)
HSD11B2

Neuronal action potential (1)
SCN1A

Digestion (1)
ACE, CHRM1, KCNQ1, SLC15A1, SLC26A7

Digestive system process (1)
CHRM1, KCNQ1, SLC26A7

Cellular oxidant detoxi�cation (4)
ALB, CERS1, DUOX2, FAS, SOD1

Brain morphogenesis (1)
DUOX2, FZD6

Negative regulation of neuron death (2)
BID, CD34, CHGA, CHL1, CHMP4A, FADD, FAS, HSF1,

MEF2C, SOD1

Renal absorption (1)
HYAL2, KCNQ1

Regulation of body �uid levels (1)
A2M, CD34, CHRM1, FZD6, HK2, HYAL2, SAA1, SLC29A1,

TSPAN32, VAV2, ZFPM1
Glomerular mesangium development (2)

CD34, MEF2C, NOTCH1

(A)

(b)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(H)

(G)

F I G U R E  4   Continued
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1850  |     DAVIES Et Al.

(3 vs. 1, Figure 5). However, in the fishing bat (Noctilio leporinus) 
the numbers of genes were equal (4 vs. 4, Figure 5). Second, within 
the three clades of interest (Stenodermatinae, Glossophaginae 
and Mormoopidae; see Methods), in strong contrast to our predic-
tion, we found more episodic selection in vision genes compared 
to the control set within the Stenodermatinae, and comparable 
levels of diversifying selection between the visual and control 
genes in Glossophaginae and Mormoopidae. We performed ad-
ditional analyses to test for robustness of choice of gene set in 
control genes (see Supporting Information). These analyses sug-
gest that patterns of episodic positive selection are generally con-
sistent across gene sets (Figure S10). Analyses performed with the 
reduced taxa data sets (620 vision genes and 597 control genes) 
showed similar patterns to those of the complete taxa set, with a 
similar proportion of genes under episodic selection in the visual 
and control genes (55 vs. 43), as fewer genes were analysed in 

the control set (Figure S9 and Table S8). Again, more vision genes, 
compared to control genes, were under positive selection in the 
common vampire bat, and equal numbers in N. leporinus.

3.8 | Selection intensity on vision genes associated 
with shifts in foraging and diet

Firstly, we tested for differences in relaxed or intensified selec-
tion (i.e., positive or purifying selection) acting on vision genes 
using relax models and a partitioned phylogenetic tree labelled 
according to foraging ecology (aerial insectivores, reference; and 
gleaning bats, test). Of the 695 vision genes that could be tested, 
183 genes differed significantly and 512 did not differ in selection 
intensity (uncorrected p ≤ .05, Table S8). Of the 183 genes, 133 
were under intensified (k > 1) selection (e.g., OPTN, RCVRN and 

F I G U R E  5   Comparison of the distribution of (i) vision and (ii) control genes found to be under episodic diversifying positive selection 
across noctilionoid bats. Increasing thickness of tree branches represents the total number of genes under significant episodic positive 
selection along each branch, and dashed lines indicate there were no positively selected genes found. Species tree topology and traits 
indicated by coloured points and heat-maps follow those in Figure 1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(ii)(i)

0
1
2
3
4
5

F I G U R E  6   (a) Vision genes under significant intensified or relaxed selection in (i) aerial insectivores vs. gleanings bats, and (ii) bats feeding on 
prey items vs. plant material, visualized as protein–protein interaction networks. Nodes (proteins) are coloured yellow for relaxation, and green 
for intensified selection in the test branches relative to the reference. Thickness of connections between nodes is proportional to the combined 
interaction score. (b) UpSet plot of intersections of vision genes identified as being under relaxed, intensified and similar selective constraint in 
(i) and (ii) above. Bars are coloured yellow for relaxation, and green for intensified selection, while grey are not significant in the test branches 
relative to the reference. Abbreviations: R, relaxed; I, intensification; ns, not significant [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(a)

(b)

(i)

(ii)
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1852  |     DAVIES Et Al.

RHO) and 50 were under relaxation (k < 1) (e.g., COL4A5, GJA8 and 
RBP4) in gleaning bats compared to aerial insectivores. Thus, sup-
porting our prediction that in relation to the reference branches 
of aerial insectivores, gleaning bats would exhibit increased levels 
of intensified selection in visual genes. The identity of the 183 
genes under either significant relaxed or intensified selection 
are visualized as a network of protein–protein interactions (PPIs) 
(Figure 6). In comparison, analyses performed on 689 control 
genes (that could be analysed with the above branch partitions) 
returned similar proportions of genes under intensified or relaxed 
selection. However, compared to the vision genes, fewer control 
genes (112 genes) were found to be under significant intensifica-
tion and slightly more control genes (53 genes) showed significant 
relaxation between test and reference branches (see Table S8F). 
In total, 11 of the genes identified as under selection in the ran-
domly selected control set were vision genes (ARSA, ATP2B1, 
ATXN1, EIF2B1, ERCC2, HEXB, IFT122, POU4F2, RBP4, SOX2 and 
TSKU).

Secondly, we tested for differences in selection intensity in vi-
sion genes in species feeding on either moving prey (reference) or 
stationary plant items (test). Of the 697 vision genes tested, 191 
differed significantly in selection intensity and 506 did not differ 
between test and reference branches (Table S8). Of these 191 sig-
nificant genes, the majority (136) were under significant intensifi-
cation (e.g., CNGA1, CNGB1 and IQCB1), and 55 vision genes were 
under significant relaxation (e.g., OPN1SW, RHO and UNC45B) in 
the plant-visiting bat test branches compared to the reference (un-
corrected p ≤ .05, Table S8). Thus, our prediction that in species 
feeding on stationary plants, compared to those feeding on prey, 
vision genes would be under intensified selection was supported. 
The PPI network between the proteins encoded by the significant 
genes highlights that the majority of proteins are under intensified 
selection and that proteins under relaxation are located throughout 
the network (i.e., do not appear to be clustered) (Figure 6). In com-
parison, of the 697 control genes tested, 158 differed significantly 
in selection intensity, and of these, 110 genes were under significant 
intensification, and 48 under relaxation on the test branches vs. the 
reference in the control genes (uncorrected p ≤ .05, Table S8H). In 
total, 13 of the genes identified as under selection in the randomly 
selected control set were vision genes (ARSA, ATP2B1, CNTNAP2, 
COL2A1, COL4A1, ETFB, HEXB, IFT122, MAB21L2, POU4F2, RARB, 
RBP4 and SLC25A15).

Comparing results of the two tests performed in vision genes 
might provide information on which visual components were 
under molecular adaptation at early and later stages of noctilion-
oid evolution (Figure 6). In total, 52 genes were under intensified 
selection (i.e., purifying or positive) in gleaning bats compared 
to aerial insectivores, but did not differ in selection pressure 
between bats feeding on plants vs. prey. Within these genes, at 
least six (BFSP1, CRYBA4, CRYBB1, CRYBB3, HSPB6 and MIP) are 
structural proteins found in the lens, and three (BBS1, BBS4 and 
BBS5) are associated with Bardet–Biedl Syndrome (Safran, et al., 
2010). Conversely, 57 vision genes under significant intensified 

selection between bats feeding on plants vs. prey did not differ in 
selection intensity between aerial insectivores and gleaning bats. 
These genes included at least seven (CACNA1F, CDHR1, CEP290, 
CNGB1, GUCA1B, RPGR and PDE6A) associated with photorecep-
tor structure or function (Safran, et al., 2010). In total, 17 genes 
showed consistent relaxation in both test groups compared to 
the reference branches (e.g., OPN1SW, RBP4 and TENM3). A total 
of 74 genes were under intensified selection in both tests (e.g., 
CRYA1), and 424 vision genes did not differ in selection intensity 
(e.g., OPN1LW ) between test and reference taxa in either com-
parison performed (Figure 6). See the Supporting Information 
for results of clade models of divergent selection (Supporting 
Information and Table S8).

4  | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Molecular ecology of sensory genes, foraging 
and diet

Starting from their putative insectivorous ancestor, noctilionoid bats 
evolved into a diverse range of phytophagous and carnivorous spe-
cies, thus filling dietary niches arguably unparalleled among other 
mammalian families (Freeman, 2000; Rojas et al., 2011). Behavioural 
and physiological data show noctilionoids use many different sen-
sory cues to find food (Bell, 1985; Gonzalez-Terrazas et al., 2016; 
Gracheva et al., 2011; Gutierrez, Pessoa, Aguiar, & Pessoa, 2014; 
Tuttle & Ryan, 1981; Vater et al., 2003; Winter et al., 2003), and re-
cently, the molecular ecology of vision in noctilionoids, and its links 
to trait evolution, has become the focus of attention. By analysing 
the molecular evolution of thousands of protein-coding genes across 
dozens of species, we uncovered evidence of adaptation in hundreds 
of eye-expressed and vision genes, concentrated along branches as-
sociated with transitions in foraging modes, and well before the evo-
lution of novel, specialized diets that characterize this clade.

Although seldom explored before, the evolution of novel for-
aging strategies characterizes noctilionoids, and may correspond 
to the first and most intense period of adaptation in vision and 
eye-expressed genes detected in our data. Gleaning behaviour may 
be widespread across the entire noctilionoid superfamily; for ex-
ample, bats within Mystacinidae evolved a new foraging strategy 
combining aerial and ground-based insectivory (Arkins, Winnington, 
Anderson, & Clout, 1999; Dechmann, Safi, & Vonhof, 2006; Hand 
et al., 2009; Riskin, Parsons, Schutt, Carter, & Hermanson, 2006). 
Adaptations at the origin of Noctilionoidea may have preadapted 
many of its descendants for exploratory omnivory, as extant 
Mystacina is omnivorous, and related Miocene fossils trace the 
morphology linked to a plant-inclusive diet to ~18 million years ago 
(Hand et al., 2018). Furthermore, trait mapping among the sampled 
extant species reveals a pattern of high variance in foraging strat-
egy within noctilionoids with subsequent flexibility of the diet, in 
contrast to non-noctilionoid outgroups; for example, Noctilio lepori-
nus evolved flexible foraging including trawling, while insectivorous 
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phyllostomids share a foraging strategy of gleaning (Schnitzler & 
Kalko, 2001). Having entered into contact with both plants and ver-
tebrates as gleaning insectivores, the first few branches to diverge 
among phyllostomids show an explosion of diets unusual for bats—
from blood to small birds and other bats (Figure 1).

Contrary to our expectations, the branch corresponding to the 
putative origin of plant visiting (E) had the fewest eye-expressed 
PSGs of those tested. We therefore propose adaptations, including 
many molecular changes in vision genes, may have first evolved in 
the noctilionoid ancestor along with more flexible foraging strat-
egies, and then in the phyllostomid ancestor in tandem with the 
emergence of gleaning insectivory. Therefore, our analyses sug-
gest the genetic machinery for vision in ancestral noctilionoids and 
phyllostomids allowed for the exploration of the novel plant niche 
without major modifications. Descendant phyllostomid lineages 
specializing on plant products (i.e., nectar or fruit other than figs) 
then underwent adaptation in limited additional vision genes as they 
were effectively preadapted to this new diet.

Despite the proposed association between phyllostomids and 
plants beginning at node E, dietary studies of phyllostomids highlight 
variation and flexibility in dietary niche breadth across certain spe-
cies; for example, Phyllostominae have flexible diets that, to various 
degrees, include plant products (Clare et al., 2014; Oelbaum, Fenton, 
Simmons, & Broders, 2019; Rojas et al., 2018). Bayesian ancestral 
character reconstructions have previously been used to propose that 
predominant phytophagy (e.g., frugivory and nectarivory) evolved 
directly from insectivory in parallel lineages during the Miocene—
placing them at later evolutionary time points than branch E (Rojas 
et al., 2011). However, this conclusion was based on a genus-level 
data matrix, and whether the common ancestor of phyllostomids 
was also phytophagous remained ambiguous (Freeman, 2000; Rojas 
et al., 2011). Our data therefore lend support to the hypothesis that 
visual adaptations allowing the evolution of plant visiting may have 
preceded the exploration of plant diets.

Besides the two early bursts of adaptive evolution (detected 
by branch-site models of positive selection) at the origins of noc-
tilionoids and of phyllostomids, there is evidence for adaptation 
in genes associated with vision, as well as other traits, in both 
of the two independent lineages of nectarivores and the ancestor 
of the subfamily Stenodermatinae. While the numbers of shared 
and independent PSGs are not large, the function and localiza-
tion of the genes identified suggests the fine-tuning of dietary 
adaptations on a preadapted genetic background. In support of 
this interpretation, Palynephyllum, a ~12 million year old fossil rel-
ative of Lonchophyllinae, was able to locate nectar and probably 
also included insects in its diet (Yohe et al., 2015). Nectar feeding 
evolved in three phyllostomid clades, but parallel adaptations in the 
skull, teeth, tongue, flight ability and metabolism are most appar-
ent between the subfamilies Glossophaginae and Lonchophyllinae 
(Griffiths, 1982; Harper, Swartz, & Brainerd, 2013; Rojas et al., 2011; 
Voigt & Speakman, 2007). Based on the results of branch-site 
models, we detected six shared PSGs (ARHGEF12, DDX58, FASN, 
HSF4, NOD1 and RHNO1) between the Glossophaginae and 

Lonchophyllinae nectar-feeding lineages. While the number of 
shared PSGs is not large, especially given the anatomical and met-
abolic adaptations in both lineages, there is currently no consensus 
regarding expected levels of molecular convergence across taxa 
(e.g., Davies, Bennett, Faulkes, & Rossiter, 2018; Foote et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, aside from positive selection acting on protein-cod-
ing genes, many other forms of convergent molecular evolution 
may occur (e.g., Sackton et al., 2019). Of the shared PSGs, two pu-
tatively relate to visual adaptations: ARHGEF12 (involved in intra-
ocular pressure—see below) and HSF4 (associated with cataracts in 
dogs, and also under positive selection in the noctilionoid ancestor; 
Mellersh, Pettitt, Forman, Vaudin, & Barnett, 2006; Springelkamp 
et al., 2015). In addition to the six common PSGs, we also found 
positive selection in lens-related genes in each nectar-feed-
ing lineage; for example, three PSGs localized to the lens were 
found along the ancestral branch of Glossophaginae (Figure 3a). 
Experimental evidence suggests that in Glossophaga soricina, cor-
neal and lens transmittance allows UV light to pass through (Muller 
et al., 2009). Although the adaptive significance of this is unclear, 
it has previously been speculated that the perception of UV light 
by nectar-feeding bats may aid navigation or the detection of flow-
ers due to UV reflectance (Muller et al., 2009; Winter et al., 2003). 
However, more generally, evidence suggests that nectar-feeding 
species use context-dependent combinations of echolocation, ol-
faction and vision to locate nectar-containing flowers (Gonzalez-
Terrazas et al., 2016; Muchhala & Serrano, 2015).

Aside from sensory specializations, both nectar-feeding lineages 
share possible adaptations to their high-sugar diets through adap-
tations in FASN (Fatty Acid Synthase), which in humans is associated 
with Hyperinsulinaemic Hypoglycaemia, Familial, 3, characterized 
by excessive insulin secretion (Safran, et al., 2010). Of note, FASN 
was also under positive selection in insectivorous Mormoopidae 
(B), but different amino acid sites were under selection in the three 
branches, and this therefore does not preclude a role in both nectar 
and insect diets. At the same time, we identified independent PSGs 
in the two lineages with functions in metabolism, digestion and cra-
nial morphology (see Supporting Information).

Identified PSGs in the subfamily Stenodermatinae also suggest 
fine-tuning of their visual system, perhaps linked to their special-
ized diet of figs. As the only case of increased species diversifica-
tion across all bats (Shi & Rabosky, 2015), biomechanical adaptations 
to bite into figs have been proposed as key innovations explaining 
their success (Dumont et al., 2012). But before biting into figs, bats 
must first find them, and a combination of olfaction and echoloca-
tion has been found to contribute to foraging in these bats (Korine 
& Kalko, 2005). At the same time, experiments with captive Artibeus 
spp. show bats do use visual cues for finding fruit when light com-
parable to moonlight is available (Gutierrez et al., 2014). This flexi-
bility in sensory modes used for foraging may explain why UV cones 
are conserved in this subfamily, in contrast to nectar-feeding bats, 
which include several instances of loss (Sadier et al., 2018). In short, 
behavioural experiments show vision is used to forage under nat-
ural night-time light conditions, and the molecular machinery for 
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detecting high-frequency light is conserved. Absolute numbers of 
PSGs along this branch were not exceptional, but there was ev-
idence of an association with phototransduction (visible light) and 
the rhodopsin-mediated signalling pathway. This suggests a greater 
reliance on vision in this clade, with foraging as a potential use.

Our selection analyses across noctilionoid bats highlight the rel-
ative importance of genes associated with specific aspects of the 
eye during different stages of noctilionoid evolution. Specifically, 
during the initial shift in foraging from aerial insectivory to glean-
ing, and also during the evolution of nectarivory, genes associated 
with the eye lens appear to be under either positive or intensified 
selection, compared to intensified selection acting on genes asso-
ciated with photoreceptors during later dietary shifts. Despite the 
known differences in functional retention of noctilionoid visual op-
sins—OPN1SW has been lost multiple times while OPN1LW and RHO 
are maintained (Gutierrez, Castiglione, et al., 2018; Kries et al., 2018; 
Sadier et al., 2018)—we found evidence of relaxed selection acting 
on OPN1SW in both gleaning and plant-visiting bat species, as well 
as on RHO in plant-visiting species and no evidence of differences 
in selection intensity in OPN1LW. Relaxation in OPN1SW could cor-
respond to the ongoing loss of this gene across the clade, although 
an alternative interpretation, particularly in respect to RHO, may be 
that the relaxed selective constraint has allowed these lineages to 
take advantage of ecological opportunity (Yoder et al., 2010).

Our data set of protein-coding genes expressed as mRNA in 
the eyes of adult neotropical bats may lack regulatory and/or de-
velopmental genes expressed in the early stages of eye formation. 
Furthermore, expression of a gene in eye tissue (classed here as 
eye-expressed genes) does not guarantee a critical role in vision, but, 
of the thousands of genes expressed in the eye, many hundreds do 
have such roles (e.g., lens structural components, vitreous humour 
solutes) (Wistow et al., 2008). However, it is not always straightfor-
ward to relate enriched GO terms to particular adaptations, and im-
portantly GO terms are not exhaustive in reflecting gene function; 
for example, ALDH3A1, GAS6 and TRVP4 (under selection in branch 
A) have putative functional roles in the eye such as UV-protection 
in the cornea (Estey, Piatigorsky, Lassen, & Vasiliou, 2007; Ryskamp 
et al., 2016; Valverde, Obin, & Taylor, 2004), but were not asso-
ciated with any of the GO terms obviously linked to vision. Thus, 
PSGs with potential sensory, and even visual, functions may in fact 
be currently underestimated due to incomplete GO annotations, 
and as such are candidates for future investigation. Besides visual 
adaptations, our analyses suggest possible reliance on other senses, 
such as hearing, over vision in the subfamily Phyllostominae, which 
hunt by listening to sounds generated by prey (e.g., frogs, cicadas 
and other small bats) (Belwood & Morris, 1987; Surlykke, Jakobsen, 
Kalko, & Page, 2013; Tuttle, Ryan, & Belwood, 1985). GO annota-
tions of PSGs along this branch highlight diverse sensory functions 
(e.g., audition, mechanical and temperature sensation), with some 
genes involved in both hearing and vision (e.g., PCDH15), and there-
fore determining which sensory trait this putative adaptation re-
lates to requires further analyses involving the auditory system.

Despite variation in RNA integrity and short-read number 
across samples, due to variable field conditions and sequencing 
depth variation, a considerable proportion of genes (~43%) were 
recovered across all species (data not shown). In the remaining 
genes, incomplete taxonomic sampling may mean inferences of 
selection do not relate solely to the branch we assume. The appro-
priate approach for correcting multiple tests across genes is cur-
rently debated (Beichman et al., 2019; Davies et al., 2018; Prost, 
et al., 2019); we tested ~10,000 genes across eight branches of 
interest, and then adjusted for these multiple tests on a branch-
wise basis (Kosiol & Anisimova, 2019). We also report uncorrected 
results, and performed GO enrichment analyses on nominal p-val-
ues, because branch-site models have been shown to be conser-
vative, particularly when using the chi-squared test thresholds 
adopted here (Yang & dos Reis, 2011). Previous studies have shown 
that the power of branch-site models, such as model A in paml 
and absrel in hyphy, varies in relation to foreground branch length 
(Smith et al., 2015; Yang & dos Reis, 2011). Our simulated data sets 
based on parameters estimated from the data also support this (see 
Supporting Information). Branches A and E correspond to ~10 and 
6 million years of evolution, respectively (Figure S1). While average 
branch lengths, based on 500 genes, recover a shorter length for 
branch E compared to A (Figure S2), gene-wise branch lengths are 
estimated during each analyses by codeml and absrel. Therefore, 
variation in branch lengths alone is unlikely to account for the dis-
tribution of numbers of PSGs across the noctilionoid tree. Finally, 
by focusing on shifts in selection, other aspects of molecular evo-
lution (e.g., gene duplication or gene expression) remain unstudied.

4.2 | Eye size, osmotic balance and visual adaptation

We uncovered molecular adaptations associated with osmotic bal-
ance in several noctilionoid branches. Maintaining appropriate os-
motic pressure is crucial for correctly functioning eyes (Murgatroyd 
& Bembridge, 2008), and is likely to be more physiologically chal-
lenging in taxa with larger eyes (Mark, 2007). In support of this in-
terpretation we detected more evidence of molecular adaptations 
in loci related to intraocular pressure, glaucoma and osmotic re-
sponse in branches representing species with larger eyes (e.g., A: 
Noctilionoidea, C: Phyllostomidae, H: Stenodermatinae) compared 
to those with smaller eyes (e.g., B: Mormoopidae) (Figures 3 and 
4). A recent study compared intraocular pressure in Artibeus litu-
ratus and Anoura caudifer, and confirmed a higher average value in 
the larger A. lituratus (Tavares Somma, Coimbra, Lange, Moore, & 
Montiani-Ferreira, 2020). However, as comparative values are cur-
rently lacking for other phyllostomid species the anatomical signifi-
cance of this remains unclear. Nevertheless, most associated PSGs, 
or enriched GO terms, including hyperosmotic response or response 
to salt stress, cannot unambiguously be assigned to either eye or 
kidney functions and thus may have implications for both excretory 
and sensory evolution. While genes involved in kidney function and 
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excretion, linked to dietary demands, have previously been shown 
to have undergone adaptive evolution in bats (Sharma et al., 2018; 
Zepeda Mendoza et al., 2018), in some cases the hypothesized eco-
logical demands on eyes or kidneys cannot easily be distinguished. 
For example, the primarily frugivorous stenodermatines have both 
larger eyes and excretory demands arising from their sugar- and 
water-rich diet, while nectar-feeding species must carefully regu-
late water and electrolytes to avoid either over- or dehydration 
during feeding and fasting (Bakken et al., 2008; Studier et al., 1983; 
Thiagavel et al., 2018). We also found evidence of molecular adapta-
tion in phyllostomine bats relating to cellular response to fluid shear 
stress; these bats have protein and mineral-rich diets that could also 
be challenges to osmotic balance (Studier et al., 1983).

5  | CONCLUSIONS

Behavioural, physiological and molecular studies demonstrate the 
importance of vision to bat foraging (Bell & Fenton, 1986; Gutierrez 
et al., 2014; Kugler et al., 2019). We detected several periods of posi-
tive selection: during the initial noctilionoid radiation, the ancestral 
phyllostomid branch, and branches corresponding to the origins of 
highly specialized plant-based diets (i.e., nectarivory and fig-spe-
cialized frugivory). However, we found limited detectable molecular 
adaptations associated with the hypothetical initial dietary shift to 
plant visiting. Thus, our analyses imply the evolution of numerous 
adaptations in the ancestors of noctilionoids and phyllostomids, re-
sulting in preadaptation for fruit gleaning in the plant-visiting phyl-
lostomids by exaptation of pre-existing molecular machinery that 
arose in the ancestral noctilionoids associated with a shift from 
aerial to gleaning insectivory.
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